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Addition and Subtraction Problems 

Kindly contributed by Dave Norgate, Bromley Adult Education College. N1/E3.2 Add and subtract using three-digit whole numbers. 
N1/E3.9 Use and interpret + - x ÷ and = in practical situations for solving problems 

 
1. Put the appropriate number in the box. 
 
  
 e.g.     11 +                     =      25                     11 +          =      25  
                        
 ---------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      a)   23 +                     =      48              b)    34 +          =      96                         
 
 
      c)   41 +                     =      123             d)    17 +          =      36                         
 
 
      e)   83 +                     =      124             f)    11  +          =      22                         
 
 
     g)  56 +                     =      84             h)     67 +          =      74 
 
 
 
2.    A shop has 140 televisions in stock on Monday morning. It sells 12 on Monday, 14 

on Tuesday and 13 on Wednesday. How many does it have left on Thursday 

morning?  
 
3. Sanjay needs 120 tiles for his bathroom. He has already bought 96, how many 

more does he need? 

 

4. Angela made 96 buns for the cake stall.  At the end of the fare she had 29 left. 

How many had she sold? 

 

5.    Hilary is a lorry driver. She drives 68 miles on Monday, 84 miles on  

       Tuesday and 98 on Wednesday. How far has she driven in three     

       days?   
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6.    In her tests Gita scores 56 for Maths, 67 for English and 56 for  

       Science.  She needs 200 marks to pass. Has she passed? 

 

7. John wins £400 on the lottery. He spend £184 on clothes, £85 on a meal out, 

£60 going to the theatre and £34 on a present for his wife. How much does he 

have left? 

 

8. At a boot fair I sell a coat for £10, a radio for £12, a cutlery set for £9, some 

napkins for £6 and a television for £24.  How much have I taken? 

 

9. To get 4 free tickets to the cinema you need to collect 200 tokens. Sue has 

collected 56, Sally has 41, Dave has 58 and John 34. Do they have enough for 

their free tickets? If not how many more do they need? 

 
10. Put the appropriate number in the box. 
 
  
 e.g.    98 -                     =      25                     98 -          =      25  
                        
 ---------------------------------------------------------- 
 
      a)   76 -                     =      48              b)   196 -          =      96                         
 
 
      c)   41 -                     =      23             d)    137 -          =      36                         
 
 
      e)   83 -                     =      76             f)    99 -          =      22                         
 
 
     g)  47 -                     =      39             h)    167 -          =      74 
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Answers 
 
Answers 
1.a) 25 b) 62 c) 82 d) 19 e) 41 f) 11 g) 28 h) 7 
2. 101 
3. 24 
4. 67 
5. 250 
6. No 
7. £37 
8. £61 
9. No, they need £11 more 
10. a) 28 b) 100 c) 18 d) 101 e) 7  f) 77 g) 8 h) 93 
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